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(2) Q1 is compulsory.

1 Answer the following 14

(a) What is echo and print in php? What is difference between these?

(b) $a='hello'; $a='world'; echo "$a.$a\"; what will be the output?

(c) What is difference between single quote string literal and double quote string literal?

(d) List different styles of php tag.

(e) What is the difference between include_once() and require_once() function in php?

(f) Differentiate between static and global variable.

(g) What is final keyword?

2 (a) Explain about form element and input element with example. 6

(b) What is open source programming? Explain the advantages of it. 6

OR
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(a) What is php.ini file? Explain at least five functions of it.  
(b) Explain - Super Global Array in php.  

3  (a) How to pass information from one page to another? Explain in detail with example.  
(b) How Arrays are created in php? Discuss any three functions of an array.  

OR  
(a) How to create user define function in php? Explain with example.  
(b) What is Interface? What is its purpose.  

4  Answer any Three:  
(a) How to serialize the object in php? Explain with example.  
(b) What is Abstract class? Explain with example.  
(c) Explain - constructor and destructor in php.  
(d) Write a short note on WAMP Server.  
(e) Explain - Inheritance with example in php.